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_____________________________________________ 

 

Pedophilia prohibited in Canada so far. What will 

tomorrow bring? 

 
by Marius Kundrotas, politologist 
Respublika, 1 April 2011 

 
 

I admit I was glad to receive the position imparted by the official representative 

of the Canadian Government, Mr. Kevin Hamilton on the issue of sexual 

exploitation of children. Comprehensive information about the prevention of this 

iniquity in the previous laws of Canada and its international policy does foster 

hopes that it will not be facile for the supporters of pedophilia to succeed in their 

filthy aims. Nevertheless, the case of homosexualism proves that legitimation of 

most tendencies begins with discussions, and followed by law initiatives, it 

eventually develops into a corresponding political conjuncture. The member of 

the Canadian Parliament, Marc Lemay also did notice the existing links between 

the cases of homosexualism and pedophilia. 

It is pleasing that the current official position of the Canadian Government is 

different from the that declared at the Parliament by Hubert Van Gijseghem, the 

so called “expert”, who referred to pedophilia as “a sexual orientation”, having 

compared it not only with “homosexuality”, but also with natural sexuality which 

is today associated with the notion of “heterosexuality”. Taking into 

consideration the information announced in public, one is under the impression 

that this position has already gained supporters at the Parliament, and this is in 

fact worrying. So, this is what the article “Kanada iteisina pedofilija?” published 

in the Respublika has been aiming to draw attention to.   

The article is based on the material provided in three different sources. In 

English, it was the article “Pedophilia a’ sexual orientation’ experts tell 

Parliament” from the Life Site News. The Russian source was the In Victory; title 

of the article: “В Канаде педофилию признали сексуальной ориентацией” 

(“Pedophilia has been recognized as a sexual orientation in Canada”). In 
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Lithuanian, the Formalios naujienos has published an article “Kanada – 

pedofiliją pripažino... seksualine orientacija” (“Canada has recognized 

pedophilia… as a sexual orientation”). 

The statement “pedophilia has been recognized as a sexual orientation at the 

Parliament of Canada”, assigned to the author of the article published in the 

Respublika, is not an invention of the author of this article. This is the 

conveyance of information gathered from the above mentioned sources. It should 

be highlighted that this statement implies: pedophilia has been recognized as an 

“orientation” at the Parliament, not by the Parliament. And Mr. Hamilton himself 

confirmed this fact that such position had been voiced at the Parliament. 

This article in general conveys the information from other sources. The author’s 

input is nothing else, but a short discourse into general trends, including the story 

about the pedophiles’ party in the Netherlands, also showing separate interest in 

the political power represented by the brave Canadian parliamentarian Mr. 

Lemay. It should be noted that the articles published in two of the three provided 

sources feature titles formulated in a much more assertive manner – in the form 

of statements. Meanwhile, the title of the article published in the Respublika has 

been consciously formulated as a question, taking into consideration the 

possibility that some of the primary sources might provide information which has 

gaps in it or is one-sided. 

For maximum objectivism, it would be very much to the purpose if Mr. Hamilton 

or other representative of Canadian Government could purvey to the readers of 

Respublika and to the entire Lithuanian society, more explicit, more 

comprehensive, more accurate information about the discussion at the Parliament 

that was described in the previous article. The laws of the Republic of Lithuania 

commit the mass media to present accurate news and different opinions. I am 

assured that the Respublika is observing both these missions in an exemplary 

pattern. The response of the current representative of the Canadian Government 

made it clear that pedophilia in this country has not been legitimized so far. 

Nevertheless, the provided information manifests that the aspirations to equate 

this abnormality to normal sexuality have already reached the supreme 

governmental institutions, thus there is a serious fight starting. And this fight will 

demand cohesion of all nations – for protecting the human being, the families, 

and the children. 
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